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Abstract 

The proposed ontology model is instrumental in describing multidisciplinary information on the problem under 

consideration, including methods and means of its solution. This model is based on a hierarchy of parts of the 

subject and problem areas, ontology of representation and ontology of the upper level. The proposed model 

provides the following: representation of heterogeneous, in terms of formalization degree, information on the 

problem addressed; independence of the presentation of data and knowledge of their processing methods; shared 

development of information space.  

Keywords: Domain ontology, problem ontology, top-level ontology, representation ontology, application ontology, 

multi-disciplinarity. 

1. Introduction 

The existing level of theoretical bases of creation and 

support of problem-oriented software systems based on 

knowledge does not ensure quality and efficiency of the 

processes of information and automation solutions to 

multidisciplinary problems. This flaw is due to the 

heterogeneity of the information and its processing 

algorithms, varying degrees of formalization and 

knowledge of subject areas, users’ training level in the 

field of information technologies, as well as in the areas 

of related disciplines. 

It should also be noted that the modern problem-

oriented systems do not provide the opportunity to 

involve the domain specialists in software development 

process to address multidisciplinary tasks not only as 

sources of knowledge on the subject area, but also as 

direct developers. This problem is primarily due to 

generally insufficient level of domain specialists 

training in the field of information technologies, an 

extremely small amount of available tools for the 

software development based on meaningful domain 

terminology. 

Based on the authors’ experience in developing 

automation systems to solve technogenic safety 

problems, hereby an approach to organizing 

multidisciplinary information space based on ontology 

is proposed. This approach is based on several 

principles: 

 information space must be decomposed on the 

basis of the following grounds: study object 

structure, object state classes reflecting the 

dynamics of physical processes occurring in the 

object, multidisciplinary information aspects 

reflecting classes of critical states with the 

viewpoints of disciplines involved in addressing 

domain tasks; 

 the basis of the information space is an ontology 

decomposed into domain and problem areas 

ontologies, knowledge representation models, 

visualization models, as well as application 

ontology, including models of dialogues, custom 

interfaces, etc.; 

 the ontology must provide presentation of 

heterogeneous by  formalization degree 

information on the problem addressed; 

 ensuring independence of data and knowledge 

presentation of their processing methods; 

 ensuring the team involvement in the development 

of information space; 
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 the use of existing software as the basis for creation 

of individual components of the problem-oriented 

system developed. 

As stated above, ontology is to be the basis of the 

information space description. This viewpoint is 

presented in numerous publications. 

The paper [1] stipulates, as a result of many studies 

and applications of ontologies, that ontology occupies a 

central place in any information system knowledge 

system, including intellectual one. 

The paper [2] states that, in general, to support the 

decision-making process, ontology performs the 

following key functions: identifies a common 

terminology database for all participants of the 

interacting processes; enables sharing of knowledge 

represented in the ontology to analyze the new problem 

situations; provides joint representation of knowledge 

from various sources through formulation of rules and 

precedents, using the same domain concepts. 

The main advantage of using ontologies in 

organizational management is a holistic approach to 

processes controlled. This ensures achievement of the 

following: consistency (ontology represents a holistic 

view of the subject area), uniformity (the material 

presented in a uniform manner is much better 

perceived), complexity (ontology construction 

facilitates restoration of missing logical relationships) 

[3]. The authors also note that sharing ontologies 

becomes possible as a consequence of joint intellectual 

space for description of interacting processes control 

tasks, their solution models and methods, as well as the 

rules and precedents of decision-making embedded in 

the ontology. 

2. Ontology concept  

Description of the concept of the ontology proposed 

uses notions of domain and problem area ontologies, 

ontology of presentation and top-level ontology 

forming ontology hierarchy (Fig. 1), various aspects of 

which were presented in papers [3-11]. 

The ontology content is determined on the basis of 

the principles outlined in the introduction, i.e. 

information space is classified according to 

multidisciplinary information aspects (research 

aspects), object state classes relevant to the tasks 

(Fig. 2), as well as the disciplines to which the tasks 

refer (Fig. 3). In turn, the task components, regularities, 

and methods are also defined by information structures 

(Fig. 4-5).  

 

Fig. 2. Information structure describing the object of research. 

 

Fig. 3. Information structure describing the discipline. 

 

Fig. 1. Ontology hierarchy. 
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3. Ontology model 

The proposed ontology is based on classical model, 

which contains concepts (notions, classes, entities, 

categories), concepts properties (slots, attributes, roles) 

and relationships between concepts (depending of the 

function). Additional restrictions that are defined by the 

axioms are not considered hereby. 

Ontologies can be arranged in some hierarchy and 

have different levels of generality, they may be merged 

(integrated), etc. [6]. The ontology of a higher level of 

generality may be detailed at a later stage of ontology 

creation.  

We hereby present an ontology as a hierarchy of 

ontologies, where top-level ontology is highlighted 

(Fig. 6). This level is intended to describe the 

fundamental concepts for a variety of domain and 

problem areas. 

To ensure multidisciplinary character of task 

solution, let us identify research object and discipline 

ontologies as top-level ontologies (Fig. 1-4). The 

models of these ontologies are described below. 

3.1. Metaontology 

Metaontology model includes subject entities (classes 

and class’s specimens) and relations between them [6, 

7]:  

Rj,D,CN,Pr,ObBTOnt  _ ,  

where Ont  is metaontology, DBT _ - a list of basic 

data types, DBT _ = {literal, object, collection}, CN - 

class names, Pr - names of class properties, Obj - 

concepts (constants, objects), ),,( user

prisa RRRR   - 

ontology relations, in particular, isaR  - an inheritance 

relationship between classes CN,  prR - relationship 

between classes and properties, Prpr , CNcn , 

DBTCNbtcn __  , the latter meaning that a 

property named ipr  characterizes class jcn , and 

property values may be represented by elements of  
another class type from CN or primary multitude of 

types DBT _ , 
userR - a multitude of relationships 

between concepts defined by the researcher and later on 
considered basic. In general, the relationship looks as 
follows: 

)},,,_,(:,...,{ 1 iiiiiiN mnrrcnlcnrbtrnrrrR  , 

where irn is a basic type of relationship, ilcn , ircn  are 

the left and right sides of the relationship, referencing to 

the concepts, tmnr  - interpretation method of the basic 

type of a relationship. This study identifies the 
following basic types of relationships: 

),,,(_ althasprisa RRRRRBTR  , hasR - relationship 

«has a part», altR  - relationship of alternatives. 

3.2. Domain ontology  

Ontology of some subject area includes substantive 

entities (classes and class specimens) and relations 

between them for a specific subject area: 

 

Fig. 4. Structure of information describing regularities. 

 

Fig. 5. Structure of information describing methods. 

 

Fig. 6. Ontology interaction chart. 
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OntRj,D,CN,Pr,ObBTOnt DD   _
. 

3.3. Disciplines ontology  

Disciplines ontology is intended to describe (aggregate) 

information related to the discipline considered, 

concepts, regularities, tasks: 

SSSSSSubject RLMPPCNSNOnt ,,,,,
, 

where SN is the name of the discipline, 
SP - discipline 

tasks that may have basic type sub-tasks, SMP - 

multidisciplinary tasks highlighted as a particular kind 

of tasks using ontologies of various disciplines, SCN - a 

multitude of discipline concepts, SL - description of 

regularities postulated by the discipline, 

LLRCNLFLLLFRCNL DLDL  ),(:),,,,( , 
LCN - a multitude of concepts used to describe 

regularities, LF - some rules of translation of ontology 

elements into a formal language LL , CNCN L  , SR -   

a multitude of relations between disciplines, concepts, 

aims and regularities, in 

particular ),,( S

LNS

S

PNS

S

CNNS

S RRRR  . On the basis 

of the list of basic relationship types, we can specify the 

type of relations in the discipline ontology: has
S RR  . 

3.4. Research object ontology  

Research object ontology is designed to describe 

(aggregate) information on the object, the study of 

which is a multidisciplinary problem. Another 

peculiarity is the study of the object dynamics based on 

the study of the processes occurring at the object. 

Multidisciplinarity ensures involvement of various 

aspects of the study and the process-oriented approach 

necessitates description of the processes and their 

dynamics (Fig. 5):  

ObjRObjR RSNAspCSObjSPrPrсObjNOnt ,,,,,,
, 

where ObjN is the name of the study object, Prс - 

research object processes, SPr - processes stages, 

CSObj - object state classes, Asp - research aspects, 

SN – disciplines,  
ObjRR  - relationship between object, 

processes, state classes, aspects and disciplines 

has
ObjR RR 

. 

3.5. Ontology methods 

To describe problem ontology, we shall first describe 

methods ontology designed to describe various methods 

without taking into account any information on domain 

and problem areas. In fact, this ontology describes types 

of methods that can later be used to create problem 

ontology and application ontology. 

MM

MMMethod

RQSoftAlgL

OutputM,InputBTMNOnt

,,,,                            

, ,_,

 

where MethodOnt is methods ontology,  MN  method 

name, MBT _ - the basic ontology methods, MInput - 

input (source) data and knowledge of the method, 
MOutput - output data and knowledge gained as a result 

of the method application,  CNOutputInput MM  , 

ML  - regularities defined by the method, Alg - method 

algorithm, Soft  - a multitude of software that 

implements the methods, Q -a multitude of indicators 

describing the method quality, such as speed, accuracy, 

expert preferences etc., 

),,,( _

M

SoftMBT

M

AlgMN

M

CNMN

M

LMN

M RRRRR  - a 

multitude of relationships that define the correlation 

between the following entities: method and regularities, 

method and concepts, method and algorithm of its 

implementation, basic method and software of its 

implementation, respectively, has
M RR  . Let us 

specify algorithm description: ),( ARItemAlg  , 

)_,_,_,( MBTPBTItemBTNItemItem  - 

algorithm stages, NItem  - name of the stage,  

,_,_,_,_(_ AgrBTILBTIIfBTIPBTIItemBT   

)_ DivBTI - basic type of algorithm stages including 

the stage of tasks addressed by basic methods, stages of 

the cycle type,  conditions, aggregation and segregation,  

PBT _  is a basic task type,  

),,,,( A

If

A

Div

A

Agr

A

L

A

S

A RRRRRR   - a multitude of 

relations between algorithm stage: sequence, cyclic 

nature, aggregation, segregation and conditions 

respectively, relationship data complement a multitude 

of model relations RBTRA _ . 

3.6. Problem ontology 

Problem area models embrace knowledge on the ways 

to address various types of tasks. At the same time, 

effective solution of each task requires adequate 

representation of data and knowledge, as well as 

algorithms that implement the solution. Presented 

below is the formal description of task ontology: 

PPPProblem RMN,LCNGoalPBTPNOnt  ,,,,_,
, 

SubjectOnt
use

Problem OntROnt   
, 

MethodOnt
use

Problem OntROnt   
, 
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where ProblemOnt  is the ontology of problem area, 

PN - a multitude of tasks; Goal  - goal of the task, 
PCN - task concepts, PPP CNOutputInput  , 

PInput  - input (source) data and knowledge of the task, 

POutput - output data and knowledge gained as a result 

of the task solution, MN - method names; PL - task 
regularities, 

),,,,( P

PP

P

MNP

P

LP

P

GP

P

CNP

P RRRRRR  - 

relationship between tasks and concepts, regularities, 

methods, has
P RR  , Ont

useR   - use relationship, which in 

this case means that ontology uses to identify another 
ontology, i.e. ontology of tasks to determine its 
components uses concepts from ontology methods and 
disciplines. 

3.7. Application ontology 

Ontology application inherits the domain class 

hierarchy (Fig. 1) described in domain ontology, as well 

as tasks and solutions created in problem area ontology: 

ProblemOnt
isa

nApplicatio OntROnt , DOnt
isa

nApplicatio OntROnt . 

DClass  isaR nApplicatioClass   

nApplicatioClass  = 

 DomainKnowledgeDPropertyClass

MethodName  

where + - the sign to indicate that the concept preceding 

it is complemented by the concept placed after it. 

In application ontology the description of class 

properties is complemented by the ability to specify 

names of computation methods of properties values, 

and description of tasks and methods is specified, i.e 

there are given  task names and methods for an 

application,  there are defined goals, input and output 

data on the basis of the domain classes.  

4. Ontology example 

The approach proposed is tested to address the tasks of 

complex technical systems security management in the 

course of development of prototypes of the research 

automation system agent simulation system. It is hereby 

exemplified by a fragment of ontology in the form of a 

list of concepts: 

Discipline - material science. 

 Task - prediction of submicrolevel defects. 

 Goal - determination of acceptability of predicted 

submicrolevel defects. 

 Input concepts - elements of technical system, 

material and its properties, loads, environment. 

 Output concepts - submicrolevel defects and their 

properties. 

 Regularities - regularities, which determine cause-

and-effect relationships between material 

production technology and technical system 

element, environment and loads, to which technical 

system element is exposed, and possible 

submicrolevel defects. 

 Methods - an expert system, which identifies 

possible submicrolevel defects based on the data on 

environment and loads. 

 Discipline - technogenic safety. 

 Task - definition of emergency risk. 

 Goal - determination of acceptability of emergency 

risk. 

 Input concepts - elements of the technical system, 

critical failures of technical system elements, 

failure probability, failure frequency, emergencies, 

consequences of emergencies. 

 Output concepts - emergency risk. 

 Regularities - statistical risk assessment, where the 

magnitude of risk is determined as the sum of 

products of the probability of a catastrophic 

(critical) failure of technical system elements by its 

consequences. 

 Methods - computational procedure that determines 

risk. 

5. Conclusion 

The paper describes an ontology model, which is 

instrumental in describing multidisciplinary information 

on the task considered, including methods and means of 

its solution. Ontology model is based on a hierarchy of 

domain ontologies and problem areas. The model 

ensures the following: presentation of heterogeneous by 

the degree of formalization information on the problem 

addressed; independence of data and knowledge 

presentation of their processing methods; team 

involvement in the development of information space; 

the possibility of applying a model-oriented approach to 

applications development [12]. The model proposed is 

used to address tasks of complex technical systems 

safety management within the framework of 

development of prototypes of research automation 

system and simulation modeling agent system. 
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